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Abstract
Few-Shot Learning (FSL) is a topic of rapidly growing
interest. Typically, in FSL a model is trained on a dataset
consisting of many small tasks (meta-tasks) and learns to
adapt to novel tasks that it will encounter during test time.
This is also referred to as meta-learning. So far, meta-
learning FSL methods have focused on optimizing parame-
ters of pre-defined network architectures, in order to make
them easily adaptable to novel tasks. Moreover, it was ob-
served that, in general, larger architectures perform bet-
ter than smaller ones up to a certain saturation point (and
even degrade due to over-fitting). However, little attention
has been given to explicitly optimizing the architectures for
FSL, nor to an adaptation of the architecture at test time to
particular novel tasks. In this work, we propose to employ
tools borrowed from the Differentiable Neural Architecture
Search (D-NAS) literature in order to optimize the archi-
tecture for FSL without over-fitting. Additionally, to make
the architecture task adaptive, we propose the concept of
‘MetAdapt Controller’ modules. These modules are added
to the model and are meta-trained to predict the optimal
network connections for a given novel task. Using the pro-
posed approach we observe state-of-the-art results on two
popular few-shot benchmarks: miniImageNet and FC100.
1. Introduction
Recently, there has been a lot of exciting progress in the
field of few-shot learning in general, and in few-shot clas-
sification (FSC) in particular. A popular method for ap-
proaching FSC is meta-learning, or learning-to-learn. In
meta-learning, the inputs to both train and test phases are
not images, but instead a set of few-shot tasks, {Ti}, each
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K-shot /N -way task containing a small amountK (usually
1-5) of labeled support images and some amount of unla-
beled query images from N categories. The goal of meta-
learning is to find a base model that is easily adapted to the
specific task at hand , so that it will generalize well to tasks
built from novel unseen categories and fulfill the goal of
FSC (see Section 2 for further review).
Many successful meta-learning based approaches have
been developed for FSC [58, 53, 12, 37, 49, 39, 27] advanc-
ing its state-of-the-art. Besides continuous improvements
offered by the FSC methods, some general trends affect-
ing the performance of FSC have become apparent. One
of such major factors is the CNN backbone architecture at
the basis of all the modern FSC methods. Carefully re-
viewing and placing on a single chart the test accuracies
of top-performing FSC approaches w.r.t. the backbone ar-
chitecture employed reveals an interesting trend (Figure 1).
It is apparent that larger architectures increase FSC perfor-
mance, up to a certain size, where performance seems to
saturate or even degrade. This happens since bigger back-
bones carry higher risk of over-fitting. It seems the overall
performance of the FSC techniques cannot continue to grow
by simply expanding the backbone size.
In light of the above, in this paper we set to explore meth-
ods for architecture search, their meta-adaptation and opti-
mization for FSC. Neural Architecture Search (NAS) is a
very active research field that has contributed significantly
to overall improvement of the state of the art in supervised
classification. Some of the recent NAS techniques, and
in particular Differentiable-NAS (D-NAS), such as DARTS
[32], are capable of finding optimal (and transferable) ar-
chitectures given a particular task using a single GPU in the
course of 1-2 days. This is due to incorporating the architec-
ture as an additional set of neural network parameters to be
optimized, and solving this optimization using SGD. Due to
this use of additional architectural parameters, the training
tends to over-fit. D-NAS optimization techniques are es-
pecially designed to mitigate over-fitting, making them at-
tractive to extreme situations with the greatest risk of over-
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Figure 1. Accuracy vs. Architecture as can be seen, the general trend is that larger architectures improve performance. However,
when reaching a certain size (ResNet18/34) performance saturates or even degrades due to over-fitting. We propose MetAdapt as a
method for finding and training larger models that still improve performance. Markers represent results of different methods with various
backbone architectures for the 5-shot / 5-way miniImageNet few-shot benchmark. Same-color markers indicate same method with different
architectures. Exact numbers and references for the data points in the figure are provided in the supplementary material.
fitting, such as in the case of FSC.
So far, D-NAS techniques have been explored mainly in
the context of large scale tasks, involving thousands of la-
beled examples for each class. Very little work has been
done on NAS for few-shot. D-NAS in particular, to the best
of our knowledge, has not been applied to few-shot prob-
lems yet. Meta-adaption of the architecture in task depen-
dent manner to accommodate for novel tasks also has not
been explored.
In this work, we build our few-shot task-adaptive ar-
chitecture search upon a technique from D-NAS (DARTS
[32]). Our goal is to learn a neural network where connec-
tions are controllable and adapt to the few-shot task with
novel categories. Similarly to DARTS, we have a neural
network in the form of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG),
where the nodes are the intermediate feature maps tensors,
and edges are operations. Each edge is a weighted sum of
operations (with weights summing to 1), each operation is
a different preset sequence of layers (convolution, pooling,
BatchNorm and non-linearity). The operations set includes
the identity-operation and the zero-operation to either keep
the representation untouched or cut the connection.
To avoid over-fitting, a bi-level (two-fold) optimization
is performed where first the operation layers’ weights are
trained on one fold of the data and then the connections’
weights are trained on the other fold. Additionally, we
employ a set of small neural networks, MetAdapt Con-
trollers, responsible for controlling the connections in the
DAG given the current task. The MetAdapt Controllers
adjust the weights of the different operations, such that if
some operations are better for the current task they will get
higher weights, thus, effectively modifying the architecture
and adapting it to the task.
To summarize, our contributions in this work are as fol-
lows: (1) We show that DARTS-like bi-level iterative op-
timization of layer weights and network connections per-
forms well for few-shot classification without suffering
from overfitting due to over-parameterization; (2) We show
that adding small neural networks, MetAdapt Controllers,
that adapt the connections in the main network according to
the given task further improves performance; (3) using the
proposed method, we obtain improvements over FSC state-
of-the-art on two popular FSC benchmarks: miniImageNet
[58] and FC100 [39].
2. Related Work
2.1. Few-Shot Learning
The major approaches to few-shot learning include: met-
ric learning, generative (or augmentation) based methods,
and meta learning (or learning-to-learn).
Few-shot learning by metric learning. This type of
methods [62, 53, 47] learn a non-linear embedding into a
metric space where L2 nearest neighbor (or similar) ap-
proach is used to classify instances of new categories ac-
cording to their proximity to the few labeled training exam-
ples embedded in the same space. Additional proposed vari-
ants include using a metric learning method based on graph
neural networks [15], that goes beyond the L2 metric. Sim-
ilarly, [50, 55] introduce metric learning methods where the
similarity is computed by an implicit learned function rather
than via the L2 metric over an embedding space.
The embedding space based metric-learning approaches
are either posed as a general discriminative distance met-
ric learning [47, 8], or optimized on the few-shot tasks
[53, 62, 15, 39], via the meta-learning paradigm that will
be described next. These approaches show a great promise,
and in some cases are able to learn embedding spaces with
some meaningful semantics embedded in the metric [47].
Improved performance in the metric learning based meth-
ods has been achieved when combined with some additional
semantic information. In [22], class conditioned embedding
is used. In [65], the visual prototypes are refined using a
corresponding label embedding and in [51] it is extended to
using multiple semantics, such as textual descriptions.
Augmentation-based few-shot learning. This family of
approaches refers to methods that (learn to) generate more
samples from the one or a few examples available for train-
ing in a given few-shot learning task. These methods in-
clude synthesizing new data from few examples using a
generative model, or using external data for obtaining addi-
tional examples that facilitate learning on a given few shot
task. These approaches include: (i) semi-supervised ap-
proaches using additional unlabeled data [9, 13]; (ii) fine
tuning from pre-trained models [28, 60, 61]; (iii) applying
domain transfer by borrowing examples from relevant cate-
gories [30] or using semantic vocabularies [3, 14]; (iv) ren-
dering synthetic examples [40, 10, 54]; (v) augmenting the
training examples using geometric and photometric trans-
formations [26] or learning adaptive augmentation strate-
gies [19]; (vi) example synthesis using Generative Adver-
sarial Networks (GANs) [68, 23, 18, 46, 43, 33, 11, 21, 2].
In [20, 52] additional examples are synthesized via ex-
tracting, encoding, and transferring to the novel category
instances, of the intra-class relations between pairs of in-
stances of reference categories. In [59], a generator sub-net
is added to a classifier network and is trained to synthesize
new examples on the fly in order to improve the classifier
performance when being fine-tuned on a novel (few-shot)
task. In [46], a few-shot class density estimation is per-
formed with an auto-regressive model, augmented with an
attention mechanism, where examples are synthesized by a
sequential process. Notably, in [7, 66] label and attribute
semantics are used as additional information for training an
example synthesis network. In [1] models are trained to
perform set-operations (e.g. union) and then can be used to
synthesise samples for few-shot multi-label classifications.
Few-shot meta-learning (learning-to-learn). These
methods are trained on a set of few-shot tasks (also known
as ’episodes’) instead of a set of object instances, with
the motivation to learn a learning strategy that will allow
effective adaptation to new such (few-shot) tasks using one
or few examples.
An important sub-category of meta learning methods
is metric-meta-learning, combining metric learning as ex-
plained above with task-based (episodic) training of meta-
learning. In Matching Networks [58], a non-parametric k-
NN classifier is meta-learned such that for each few-shot
task the learned model generates an adaptive embedding
space for which the task can be better solved. In [53] the
metric (embedding) space is optimized such that in the re-
sulting space different categories form compact and well
separated uni-modal distributions around the category ’pro-
totypes’ (centers of the category modes).
Another family of meta-learning approaches is the so-
called ’gradient based approaches’, that try to maximize
the ’adaptability’, or speed of convergence, of the networks
they train to new (few-shot) tasks (usually assuming an
SGD optimizer). In other words, the meta-learned clas-
sifiers are optimized to be easily fine-tuned on new few-
shot tasks using small training data. The first of these ap-
proaches is MAML [12] that due to its universality was
later extended through many works such as, Meta-SGD
[29], DEML+Meta-SGD [67], Meta-Learn LSTM [44], and
Meta-Networks [35]. In LEO [49], a MAML like loss is
applied not directly on the model parameters, but rather on
a latent representation encoding them. This approach fea-
tured an encoder and a decoder to and from that latent space
and achieved state-of-the-art results on miniImagenet few-
shot benchmark among models relying on visual informa-
tion alone.
In MetaOptNet [27] a CNN backbone is trained end-to-
end with an unrolled convex optimization solution of an op-
timal classifier, such as SVM. In this work, we use their
suggested construction of performing SGD through an un-
rolled SVM optimization to train the backbone. Our work
is focused on optimizing the backbone architecture.
2.2. Neural Architecture Search
Over the last few years Neural Architecture Search
(NAS) have enabled automatic design of novel architectures
that outperformed previous hand-designed architectures in
terms of accuracy. Two notable works on NAS are Amoe-
baNet [45] and NASnet [69]. The first one used a genetic al-
gorithm and the second used a reinforcement learning based
method. Although achieving state of the art performance
at the time, these methods required enormous amount of
GPU-hours . Efficient NAS (ENAS) [41], a reinforcement
learning based method, used weight sharing across its child
models, which are sub graphs of a larger one. By that, they
managed to accelerate the search process. The work in [57]
shows how to scale the size of such learned architectures
with the size of the input data.
Recently, differentiable methods with lower demand for
computing have been introduced. Notable among them are
differentiable architecture search (DARTS) [32] and SNAS
[64]. These methods managed to search for architecture
in just a few GPU days. DARTS relaxes the search space
into a continuous one, allowing a differentiable search. The
DARTS method includes two stages. First, basic structures
are learned, by placing coefficients attached to operations
between feature maps. These coefficients indicate the im-
portance of the attached operations and connections. After
the search is done, the final basic structures are formed by
pruning and keeping only the most important operations.
At the second stage, the final network is built by repeatedly
concatenating the found basic structures.
ASAP [38] addresses the issue that harsh pruning at the
end of the search makes the found architecture sub-optimal.
It does so by performing gradual pruning. ASAP achieves
higher accuracy with a shorter training time. In SNAS
[64], the search is done by learning a continuous architec-
tures distribution and sampling from it. This distribution is
pushed closer to binary by using a temperature parameter
and gradually decreasing it. Then, the chosen architecture
is the one that has the higher probability. In [4] a binary
mask is learned and used to keep a single path of the net-
work graph. By doing so, they managed to search for the
whole network and not only cells. PNAS [31] suggested a
method for progressively searching for a larger architecture.
P-DARTS [6] do the same but with differentiable architec-
ture search.
These methods are mostly focused, and perform well, on
datasets such as CIFAR and ImageNet. So far, little atten-
tion has been given to their adaptation to few-shot learning.
Auto-Meta [24] used PNAS [31] based search for few-shot
classification, but with a focus on searching for a small ar-
chitecture (resulting in a relatively low performance w.r.t.
to current state-of-the-art). In particular, the possibility of
adapting the architecture at test-time to a specific novel task,
as suggested in this work, has not been explored before.
3. MetAdapt
In this section we describe the architecture and training
procedure for MetAdapt. We introduce the task-adaptable
block, it has a graph structure with adaptable connec-
tions that can modulate the architecture, adapting it to the
few-shot task at hand. We then describe the sub-models,
MetAdapt Controllers, that predict the change in connectiv-
ity that is needed in the learned graph as a function of the
current task. Finally, we describe the training procedure.
3.1. Task-Adaptable Block
The architecture of the adaptable block used in
MetAdapt is defined, similarly to DARTS [32], as a Di-
rected Acyclic Graph (DAG). The block is built from fea-
ture maps V = {xi} that are linked by a mixture of opera-
tions. The input feature map to the block is x0 and its output
is x|V |−1. A Mixed Operation, o¯(i,j), is defined as
o¯(i,j)(x) =
∑
o∈O exp(α
(i,j)
o )o(x)∑
o∈O exp(α
(i,j)
o )
, (1)
where O is a set of the search space operations, o(x) is an
operation applied to x, and α(i,j)o is an optimised coefficient
for operation o at edge (i, j). Later, we will describe how
αs can be adapted per task (K-shot, N -way episode). The
list of search space operations used in our experiments is
provided in Table 1. This list includes the zero-operation
and identity-operation that can fully or partially (depending
on the corresponding α(i,j)o ) cut the connection or make it a
residual one (skip-connection). Each feature map xi in the
block is connected to all previous maps by setting it to be:
xi =
∑
j<i
o¯(j,i)(xj). (2)
The task-adaptive block defined above can be appended to
any backbone feature extractor. Potentially, more than one
block can be used. We use ResNet9 followed by a single
task-adaptive block with 4 nodes (|V | = 4) in our exper-
iments, resulting in about 8 times more parameters com-
pared with the original ResNet12 (due to large set of oper-
ations on all connections combined). Note that as we use 4
nodes in our block, there exists a single path in our search
space that is the regular residual block (ResNet3 block).
Figure 2a schematically illustrates the block architecture.
Op ID layers
op0 The zero operation - cut connection
op1 The identity operation - skip connect
op2 Average Pool 3× 3→ BN
op3 Max Pool 3× 3→ BN
op4 Conv 1× 1→ BN
op5 Conv 5× 5→ BN→ LeakyReLU(0. 1)
op6 Conv 5× 5→ BN
op7 Conv 3× 3→ BN→ LeakyReLU(0.1)
op8 Conv 3× 3→ BN
Table 1. List of operations on each edge
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Figure 2. MetAdapt Block Architecture Illustration. MetAdapt block has a DAG structure for the network with edges being operations
(neural network layers) and nodes being the feature maps calculated as a convex combination of all edges arriving at a node. The weighting
of each edge is optimized in a bi-level manner in parallel with the layer parameters. Additionally, MetAdapt controllers receive as input
the concatenated average pooled feature grids for all the support-samples of the current episode and adapts the edges’ convex combination
weights according to the current task.
3.2. MetAdapt Controllers
The task-adaptive block is accompanied by a set of
MetAdapt Controller modules, one per edge. They are re-
sponsible for predicting, given a few-shot task, the best way
of adapting the mixing coefficients (α(i,j)o ) for the corre-
sponding edge operations. Let α(i,j) be the vector of all
α
(i,j)
o . Let αˆ(i,j) be the globally optimized coefficients (op-
timization process described below), then MetAdapt con-
trollers predict the task-specific residuals ∆α(i,j), that is the
modification required to make to αˆ(i,j) for the current task
(few-shot episode). Finally,
α(i,j) = αˆ(i,j) + ∆α(i,j) (3)
are the final task-adapted coefficients used for the Mixed
Operation calculation as in Equation 1.
The architecture for each MetAdapt Controller, predict-
ing ∆α(i,j), is as follows. It receives the input feature maps
of the corresponding edge xi, computed for all the sup-
port samples of the episode. For a support-set of size S,
number of channels D and feature map spatial resolution
M ×M , the input is a tensor of dimensions (S,D,M,M).
We perform global average pooling to obtain a (S,D) ten-
sor, followed by a bottleneck linear layer (with ReLU ac-
tivation) that operates on each sample individually, to get
a (S,Dbottleneck) size tensor. Then, all support samples
representations are concatenated to form a single vector
of size S · Dbottleneck. Finally, another linear layer maps
the concatenation of all support-samples to the predicted
∆α(i,j). The MetAdapt controller architecture and the way
it is used in our adaptable block structure are schematically
illustrated on Figure 2b+c. Figure 3 presents an example of
adaptation made to an edge’s coefficients by the MetAdapt
Controller for a specific episode.
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Figure 3. Example of global αˆ(i,j) and α(i,j) after the adaptation
made by MetAdapt Controller for a specific few-shot episode
3.3. Training
Replacing simple sequence of convolutional layers with
the suggested DAG, with its many layers and parameters,
in conventional gradient descent training will result in a
larger over-fitting. This is even worse for FSL, where it is
harder to achieve generalization due to scarcity of the data
and the domain differences between the training and test
sets. Researchers have faced the same problem with differ-
entiable architecture search, where the objective is to train
a large neural network with weighted connections that are
then pruned to form the final chosen architecture.
We follow the solution proposed in DARTS [32], solv-
ing a bi-level iterative optimization of the layers’ weights
w and the coefficients of operations α between the nodes.
The training set is split to trainw for weights training and
trainα for training the α’s. Iteratively optimizing w and α
to convergence is prohibitively slow. So, like in DARTS, w
is optimized with a standard SGD:
w = w − µ∇wLosstrainw(w,α), (4)
where µ is the learning rate. The α’s are optimized using
SGD with a second-order approximation of the model after
convergence of w, by applying:
α = α−η∇αLosstrainα(w−µLosstrainw(w,α), α) (5)
where η is the learning rate for α. The MetAdapt Con-
trollers’ parameters are trained as a final step, with all other
parameters freezed, using SGD on the entire training set for
a single epoch.
It has been shown, in the case of architecture search, that
it is possible to learn an architecture on a smaller dataset,
e.g. CIFAR-10, and then the optimized architecture is trans-
ferable to a larger datasets, e.g. ImageNet. This helps miti-
gating the costly architecture search process. We follow this
route, showing in our experiments that we can learn the αˆ
values on FC100 and transfer them to miniImageNet (and
then train the weights w of the transferred architecture on
this dataset).
4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets
We use the popular miniImageNet and FC100 few-shot
benchmarks to evaluate our method.
The miniImageNet dataset [58] is a standard bench-
mark for few-shot image classification, that has 100 ran-
domly chosen classes from ILSVRC-2012 [48]. These
classes are randomly split into 64 meta-training, 16 meta-
validation, and 20 meta-testing classes. Each class has 600
images of size 84 × 84. We use the same classes splits as
[27] and prior works.
The FC100 dataset [39] is constructed from the CIFAR-
100 dataset [25], which contains 100 classes that are
grouped into 20 super-classes. These are in turn partitioned
into 60 classes from 12 super-classes for meta-training, 20
classes from 4 super-classes for meta-validation, and 20
classes from 4 super-classes for meta-testing. This min-
imizes the semantic overlap between classes of different
splits. Each class contains 600 images of size 32× 32.
4.2. Implementation Details
Our code will be released upon acceptance. We base
our code on the public implementation of the MetaOpt-
Net [27], incorporating our method as modifications to their
SVM classifier head model. For faster experimentation,
we start from the MetaOptNet ResNet12 pre-trained model
(pre-trained on the training part of each of the evaluated
few-shot classification benchmarks). We replace the last
residual block of the ResNet12 backbone with our task-
adaptive block, keeping the first 3 ResNet blocks (ResNet9)
fixed. For FC100 we then train the task-adaptive block
for 10 epochs consisted of 8000 random episodes each (as
in MetaOptNet), while using the SVM classification head.
For miniImageNet we set the α’s to be fixed to values ob-
tained for the FC100, while the rest of the parameters of
the searched top block are randomly initialized. Training
episodes are 5-way / 5-shot for miniImageNet, and 5-way /
15-shot for FC100 and with 15 query images per category.
We perform SGD with learning rate 0.1 and momentum 0.9
for bothw and α updates, half of the episodes are used forw
updates and half for α updates. Training our task-adaptive
block takes 1-2 days on a single K40 GPU (for FC100).
4.3. Results
Tables 2 and 3 compare the MetAdapt performance with
the state-of-the-art few-shot classification methods that use
plain ResNet backbones. We observe improved results for
miniImageNet 1-shot (+1.05%) and 5-shot (+1.45%) and
also for FC100 1-shot (+2.44%) and 5-shot (+2.40%). We
see that despite having a larger model we do not suffer from
severe over-fitting and perform comparably or better than
top performing methods.
4.4. Ablation studies
In the following we set to explore the effect of the differ-
ent design choices made in our approach.
4.4.1 Large model effect
We hypothesize that simply using the same algorithm with
a larger model architecture would not result in better per-
formance and it might even harm performance. This is evi-
dent in Figure 1 when comparing the performance of differ-
ent methods across increasingly larger architectures. This is
also evident by observing the architectures usually used in
the few-shot literature.
It is already been shown in DARTS that training α to-
gether with w simultaneously decrease performance. They
attribute this decrease to α over-fitting the training-set. To
confirm our hypothesis, we used SGD to train our sug-
gested DAG architecture, using fixed uniform α instead of
the learned α (making it even less likely to over-fit com-
pared to the ablation in DARTS). To this end αi,j are ini-
tialized so each operation is given the same weight and are
kept fixed. We observed that indeed in this case our large ar-
chitecture is not performing as well as ResNet12 (a smaller
architecture). See Table 4b.
miniImageNet
Method 1-shot 5-shot
Matching Networks [58] 43.56 55.31
MAML [12] 48.70 63.11
ProtoNet [53] 49.42 68.20
RelationNet [56] 50.44 65.32
FSL with Loc. [63] 51.10 69.45
Auto-Meta [24] 51.16 69.18
Baseline [5] 52.37 74.69
Baseline++ [5] 53.97 76.16
SNAIL [34] 55.71 68.88
Dynamic Few-shot [16] 56.20 73.00
AdaResNet [36] 56.88 71.94
TADAM [39] 58.50 76.70
Activation to Parameter [42] 59.60 73.74
∆-Encoder [52] 59.90 69.70
wDAE [17] 61.07 76.75
LEO [49] 61.76 77.52
MetaOptNet1 [27] 61.77 77.90
MetAdapt (Ours) 62.82 79.35
Table 2. miniImageNet 5-way accuracy
FC100
Method 1-shot 5-shot
ProtoNet [53] 37.50 52.50
TADAM [39] 40.10 56.10
MetaOptNet1 [27] 41.37 55.30
MetAdapt (Ours) 43.81 57.70
Table 3. Few-shot CIFAR-100 (FC100) 5-way accuracy
4.4.2 DARTS Without Meta-Adaptation
Next we test the effect of optimizing α using iterative in-
termittent optimization for w and α using different folds of
the training set. Here, w and α are updated intermittently
one mini-batch at a time. In order to see the importance of
using second-order approximation of w after convergence,
we perform training with and without it.
Without: The α updates are done without the second-
order approximation of w after a gradient descent step, i.e.,
the updates are performed according to:
w = w − µ∇wLosstrainw(w,α) (6)
α = α− η∇αLosstrainα(w,α). (7)
We find the α optimization is helping at improving the per-
formance by about 1% compared to the fixed architecture
(See Table 4c).
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Figure 4. Training curves with and without optimization of α
for FC100. The generalization gap (gap between training-set and
validation-set accuracies) is smaller when α is optimized using our
method, suggesting it has a regularization effect. The uniform-α
and optimized-α experiments are described in Sec. 4.4.1 and 4.4.2,
respectively.
With: The α updates are done not according to current
value of w but at an approximation of its value after con-
vergence (see Equation 5). The update of w is performed
according to Equations 4. We find that this change gives a
moderate improvement of about 0.3% (see Table 4d).
Figure 4 presents the training curves for training with
the proposed bi-level optimization of w and α vs. training
the large model when α is fixed. Showing that the general-
ization gap is larger for the latter case and confirming our
hypothesis that simply adding more parameters is not suffi-
cient for good performance.
1 Since we base our implementation on MetaOptNet code, for fair
comparison we report MetaOptNet results reproduced using the author’s
code and the author’s provided training hyper-parameters. For FC100 the
results are similar to the ones reported in the MetaOptNet paper [27], but
they are 0.87%/0.73% lower for 1/5-shot miniImageNet, respectively.
We used the same test episodes as in MetaOptNet original tests for both
reproduction of MetaOptNet and MetAdapt experiments.
Optimized 2nd order Larger MetAdapt FC100
Description DAG α w approx. OP Set Controllers 1-shot 5-shot
a. ReseNet12 (Vannila MetaOptNet-SVM) 7 7 7 7 7 41.37 55.30
b. Our architecture with uniform α 3 7 7 7 7 41.07 54.91
c. + Iteratively optimizing w and α 3 3 7 7 7 42.01 56.17
d. + 2nd order approx. of w for α update 3 3 3 7 7 42.33 56.42
e. + Adding more operations (5× 5 ops) 3 3 3 3 7 42.40 56.68
f. + Task-adaptivness (MetAdapt Controllers) 3 3 3 3 3 43.81 57.70
Table 4. Ablation studies
FC100
Method 1-shot 5-shot
MetaOptNet [27] 41.37 55.30
S-MetAdapt (Ours) 41.97 55.31
MetAdapt (Ours) 43.81 57.70
Table 5. MetAdapt vs. S-MetAdapt (Stochastic MetAdapt);
CIFAR-100 (FC100) 5-way accuracy
4.4.3 Number of Operations
In the experiments described in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 we
used a slightly smaller model. Each edge is composed of
6 operations out of the 8 listed in Table 1, excluding the
5 × 5 operations. Now, we add these operations to test the
effect of a larger set of operations. Adding these operations
improves slightly further the performance (see Table 4e).
4.4.4 MetAdapt Controllers
Finally, we add the MetAdapt Controllers, so the architec-
ture is adapted to the current task according to the support
samples. This brings us to the full MetAdapt method. We
find that indeed the adaptations to each task are beneficial.
The meta-adaptations improve the accuracy by about 0.5%
(see Table 4f).
4.4.5 S-MetAdapt
A recent approach suggested for architecture search is
Stochastic Neural Architecture Search (SNAS [64]). Usu-
ally for D-NAS, e.g. DARTS, at search time the training is
done on the full model at each iteration where each edge is a
weighted-sum of its operations according to αi,j . Contrar-
ily, in SNAS αi,j are treated as probabilities of a Multino-
mial Distribution and at each iteration a single operation is
sampled accordingly. So at each iteration only a single op-
eration per edge affects the classification outcome and only
this operation is be updated in the gradient descent back-
ward step. Of course sampling from a Multinomial Distri-
bution directly is not differentiable, so at training time the
Gumbel Distribution is used as a differentiable approxima-
tion.
We tested a SNAS version of MetAdapt, named S-
MetAdapt, on the few-shot classification task. Other than
the modifications specified below S-MetAdapt is similar to
MetAdapt. At training time, instead of the Mixed Operation
defined in Equation 1, we define the Mixed Operation to be:
o¯i,j(x) =
∑
o∈O
zi,jo o(x) (8)
where z(i,j) is a continuous approximation of a one-hot vec-
tor sampled from a Gumbel Distribution:
zi,j ∼ Gumbel(αi,j). (9)
Here αi,j are after softmax normalization and summed to 1.
At test time, rather than the one-hot approximation, we use
the operation with the top probability
zi,jk =
{
1, if k = argmax(αi,j)
0, otherwise
(10)
Using this method we get better results for FC100 1-shot
and comparable results for 5-shot, compared to vanilla
MetaOptNet. However, it does not perform as well as the
non-stochastic version of MetAdapt. See Table 5.
5. Conclusions
In this work we have proposed MetAdapt, a few-shot
learning approach that enables meta-learned network ar-
chitecture that is adaptive to novel few-shot tasks. The
proposed approach effectively applies tools from the Neu-
ral Architecture Search (NAS) literature, extended with
the concept of ‘MetAdapt Controllers’, in order to learn
adaptive architectures. These tools help mitigate over-
fitting to the extremely small data of the few-shot tasks
and domain shift between the training set and the test set.
We demonstrate that the proposed approach successfully
improves state-of-the-art results on two popular few-shot
benchmarks, miniImageNet and FC100, and carefully ab-
late the different optimization steps and design choices of
the proposed approach.
Some interesting future work directions include extend-
ing the proposed approach to progressively searching the
full network architecture (instead of just the last block), ap-
plying the approach to other few-shot tasks such as detec-
tion and segmentation, and researching into different vari-
ants of task-adaptivity including global connections modi-
fiers and inter block adaptive wiring.
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